DIGITAL ORGANIZING WITH PSE
by Jan Barlow
Why should you organize your digital elements?
Well, think of it this way. How hard would it be to pick out your clothes each day if you either a)
threw them all into ONE closet and piled ‘em up and never sorted them out or b) put each
different outfit into a NEW closet every time you went shopping?
Isn’t this exactly what we do with our digital kits and elements? We create a separate folder for
each designer or kit we download – at best. Or, if we’re really unorganized, we just throw
everything we download into one folder called “digi stuff”. Can I get a witness? Am I yankin’ your
chain yet?
Well, I’m here to tell you there’s a MUCH better way! Getting all your digital stuff organized will be
like being able to look into your closet and see everything you own, organized into categories and
all just at your fingertips – all at once!
Getting my digital scrapbooking elements and collections organized has made a HUGE difference
not only in my desire to digi scrap, but also in my enjoyment of the process. Sound good? Then
keep reading…
(Or download a complete pdf here for later viewing or reference.)

Getting Started
I personally use Photoshop Elements and that is the program I will be demonstrating here. But I
have also used ACDSee and it works very similarly.
I could make this a REALLY long tutorial by explaining how to use the PSE Organizer in detail.
But, since Adobe has already done such a good job of that, I would rather use this blog to inspire
you to organize and give you some ideas on WHAT and HOW to organize.
If you have PSE, the first thing you should do is check out Adobe’s site where the Organizer and
its elements are explained in detail. This will be a very handy reference in how to navigate around
the Organizer. Here’s the link: http://help.adobe.com/en_US/PhotoshopElements/6.0/ On the
web page at the left, if you click on “Managing Files and Catalogs”, you can get a complete
explanation of each element in the Organizer.
A note: I found it VERY helpful when I first purchased PSE to also purchase additional RAM. (The
stuff than enables you to run multiple programs smoothly and quickly.) I got mine from
http://www.crucial.com. I upgraded from 512 mb so that I now have 1.98 gigs of RAM. Dude. I
love speed. No huffing and puffing around here… And it wasn’t expensive. Just sayin’.
Anyway, I have decided NOT to store my photos in my PSE Organizer. I have them stored
elsewhere on my computer and it’s very simple to open them up from the PSE Editor. Also, I have
hundreds and hundreds of photos and hundreds and hundreds of digi elements. So I don’t want
to bog down PSE with all my photos.
So, I use my PSE Organizer for ONLY digital kits and elements. When I first opened up the
Organizer, I eliminated all of the categories and titles for albums and keywords given by Adobe –

except for the FIRST keyword. I actually just changed that to MY first keyword – which is
“Alphabets”, and then went from there.
If you do already store your photos in the organizer, that’s fine. You can still add keyword tags
just for your digital elements.
So, getting started actually involves sitting down and thinking about how you would like to
separate all your digital stuff. Maybe jot down a few ideas, make a few lists. Once you are armed
with this information, you can begin your organizing project.
Once I share my organizer with you, you most likely will be prompted to think of more ways to
personalize your own organizer.
When you open your PSE Organizer, there may be a bunch of stuff that’s already automatically
been loaded into the viewer. I cleared mine out completely and made my settings so that I am in
complete control of what goes into my organizer and what doesn’t. Otherwise, it will seem like a
mess that my neat and tidy brain won’t be able to handle. (I know – I’m a dork/nerd.) You can
easily remove items by selecting them and then choosing “remove from organizer” when you
right-click on your selection. Removing something from your organizer does NOT remove that
item from your computer (although, that will be offered as an option). The organizer copies the
files you put in there so you can look at them. It does not removed and replace your original
image files.

Setting Up Keyword Tags
A keyword tag is a descriptive tag that you can assign to any element that you bring into the
Organizer. You can create categories and sub-categories within a category. You can use as
many tags as necessary for any one element.
The first thing you should do is go to edit -> preferences -> general in the tool bar at the top. Go
through each category and look at the options available to you. As you become more familiar with
the program, you can tweak these options to suit your needs.
One that will be of particular interest to you is the “Keyword Tags and Albums” setting.

You will want to decide if, when you add tags/albums, you want them to pop into the bottom of
your list (where you can then move them around as desired) or if you want them to be
automatically alphabetized. Your preference will become apparent to you as you work. Clicking
on the arrows just before the section titles in the organizer bin will expand or collapse each
corresponding item.
EVERYone is different, and what works for me may not ring your chimes. But I’ll show you my
categories/sub-categories and you may do the same or get ideas for your own. Here they are:
Alphabets
Words/Phrases
Authors
(I have a sub-category for
each kit by a certain
author under her name)
Brushes/Stamps
Design Sites
Embellishments
beads, shells
birds, fish, animals
bling
bows, ribbon pieces
boxes
brads, eyelets…
butterflies
buttons
calendar, time…
Christmas
Colors
black/gray
blue
brown, tan

clear
green
metallic
multi
orange, gold
purple
red, pink
white, cream…
yellow
ephemera
fabric swatches
flourishes
flowers, leaves…
frames
hearts
journaling spots
labels, tabs….
mats
misc. artwork
notebooks, …
people
postcards
recipe cards

shapes, brackets
snowflakes
stamps, stickers
stars
stitches
tags
tape
trees
wings
Overlays
Papers
circles, dots
Colors (same as
above)
floral
flourish
grunge
lined, graph
plaid, woven
print, graphic
script
solid, blended
stripe

Previews
Ribbons, Borders

Templates, Masks

I can view everything in my entire catalog when I open up the Organizer, or I can click on any of these
categories and ONLY those items which I have manually tagged as such will show in the viewer. Isn’t that
GREAT? When viewing your elements you can choose more than 1 category. Like so:
I can choose, under papers, “lined, graph” and get this in the viewer:

I can then see all my green lined/graph papers by then also clicking on “green” in the “color” section of the
papers category and will then get this:

How great is that? Let’s do that again. Let’s say I want to see all my buttons: In the “embellishments”
category, I will first choose “buttons” and get this:

Then, if I click on “blue” in the embellishment color section, I will get this:

Now, you can see why I like to take the time to tag my embellishments with a color. ☺ Also, for each
author’s name, I also include the website they are associated with (i.e. Neal, Audrey – scrapinstyletv.com)
on their name label.

The Process
So here’s how I do it:
1. I’ve set up a series of folders and sub-folders. I have a folder called (no surprise here)
“Scrapbooking”. Within that folder, I have the following folders: New downloads to unzip; Digi Kits
– unzipped; Digi Kits – zip files. I also have MANY more, but we will only concern ourselves with
these three.
2. Always download digital elements into “New downloads to unzip” folder. Then they won’t be
mixed up with stuff you’ve already unzipped.
3. Next, I unzip/extract newly downloaded files into specific author and/or design site sub-folders I
have set up in my “Digi Kits – unzipped” folder. For example: SIStv => Neal, Audrey => Morning
Glory. If an author is not associated with a particular website, then I will have a folder just for
him/her – okay, her - with her kits as subfolders within. For authors that I only have an occasional,
random download from, I have a “miscellaneous” folder and then a sub-folder for each author
within. And that’s a detailed as my “Digi Kits – unzipped” folder gets. (It’s like a thousand
“closets”!)
4. Before filing away the zip folder into my “Digi Kits – zip files” folder, I will make a list/note of the
author/kit name that I just unzipped. Otherwise, I’ll forget and then that kit will never make it into
my organizer. What a waste!
5. Open my PSE Organizer

6. Using my list of new downloads, I go to “file” => “get photos and videos” => “from files or folders”

7. Select the folder that contains the elements you want to categorize and then click “get photos”
and all the jpg, png, tiff and psd files (or whatever you have determined) contained in the folder
that you’ve selected will then appear in the organizer viewer.
8. The FIRST thing I do now is select ALL the images (“Ctrl A”) and, with them selected, right-click
on the author’s name in the organizer bin (on the right). If this is a new kit (or even a new author)
I’m tagging, I will create a new subfolder as well and, with my “Ctrl” button held down, select that
keyword tag also. Then, when I right-click with BOTH author and kit name selected, I choose the
bottom option, “attach selected keyword tags to * selected item(s)”. The image will now have a
tag for both the author and the author’s kit. I DO tag the preview pages. Viewing just your preview
pages can be a great way to start the process of searching for what elements you’d like to use.

9. Going to each individual image in the viewer I select that image and then, holding down the “Ctrl”
button, I select all the keyword tags that might describe my item, including color if it’s an embellie
or paper. Many images will get put in several categories. If you can’t see the detail on something
very well, double-click the image and it will be enlarged (you can only do this for one image at a
time). I like to do my papers this way because then I can really see what pattern and colors they
are and tag them accordingly.

The tagging process may seem tedious, but it gives me the chance to get very familiar with the
images/elements that I’ve just downloaded. The key is to do this process each time you download a new
kit. If you wait until you have a ton, it will be an overwhelming process.
Also, if there’s an element in a kit that you don’t care for and that you know you’ll never use, why bother
to tag it at all? In fact, you should ask yourself if you even want to keep it on your hard drive taking up
space.

Now What?
Each time I go to create a digital layout, I open up my photos first and then I open up the organizer to see
which elements I’d like to use. If I’m highlighting a new collection from SIStv, you can see how useful this
organizer is. It’s as if I have each element of the collection lying on a table in front of me and I can just
choose the elements I’d like to use. This makes all the “trouble” of organizing SO totally WORTH IT!
I simply pick my category, select all the elements I might like to use (by holding down the “ctrl” key as I
go) and, then, when I’m ready, I right-click on any of the selected elements and choose “full edit” from the
drop-down box. This will load all of my selected items right into the Photoshop Elements Editor.

What could be easier? Of course, if I want something else, I can come right back to the Organizer and
choose. Once I’m done with something up in the Editor, I close it, being sure NOT to save any changes
(like re-coloring) that I’ve made to the element. Easy peasy.

Adding Albums
Remember how I said I’ve chosen not to store my photos in the organizer? Well, I’m always changing and
re-arranging (also easy to do in the organizer) and I’ve decided that it would be a good idea to start
marking certain photos for scrapping as I upload them to my computer. (The old memory is “beginning” to
fail me, you know?) I’m going to do that by creating albums in the organizer.
By clicking the green “+” sign under “albums” I can choose new album. I admit that I’m new to using the
albums, but I do think I’d like my photos separated from my digital elements and putting them in albums
(instead of creating a new keyword tag category) will do that.
I’ve created three albums: Events, Moments and People
Now I’ll select some photos from a recent picnic we had. They will be brought into the organizer the same
way all the other elements were brought in.

Some of the photos may go into two different albums. Once I do scrap any of these photos, I will remove
them from the albums (which, again, will not remove them from my hard drive).
After I download new photos onto my hard drive, I will most commonly import them into Picasa (a great
little photo editing program, free, from Google). And that’s fine for looking at them and basic editing. But if
I’m going to scrap them, I’m going to want to do my finer editing in Photoshop Elements. So, the beauty of
marking my scrap-worthy photos and bringing them into the PSE Organizer is that the next time I want to
digi scrap, I can just open my organizer, select my photo(s) and digital elements and go right to the Editor
from there.

Your Turn!
I hoped I’ve inspired you to make use of your PSE Organizer. Or maybe you’ve gotten some ideas for
better organizing within the program you already have.
If you have any questions about organizing, please feel free to pm me at SIStv or email me at
janlbinpa@hotmail.com. Organizing is one of my favorite subjects! And, if you have any great tips or
suggestions of your own for organizing, please feel free to share by leaving them in the comments! Now,
go forth and organize!

